2008 jeep grand

I hate the fact that it has tire sensors in it these cost Gas mileage isn't the greatest but the
comfort and visibility while driving is awesome you are up high enough to see. Hard to get into
you have to duck your head or you hit the top of your head, and I'm short. Handles well in the
different weather conditions. I love my Jeep. It is a Diesel, which is rare. It is Overton and fully
loaded. It gets great fuel mileage. It very comfortable for road trips. Currently has , miles on it,
one owner. Beginning to have some rust on it now but the bumper to bumper lifetime warranty
has kept it going with a new engine installed at , miles. Good amount of storage room in the
back and comfortable leg room in the middle. I like my vehicle well enough. It has all the
important things: good ac, automatic windows, leather seats at least I am pretty sure they're
leather , decent gas mileage, reasonable seating, and more than enough room in the back for
groceries or other daily things. It even has heated seats, which come in handy during the winter
and helps the car feel a little more cozy. My car has over , miles on it, and despite a few
replacement parts over the years lights, flash relay, brakes , it still runs pretty well. Nothing
super substantial like the engine or the transmission has been replaced, nor does it need to be.
Lately, it has been consuming more fuel than usual, but I think it just needs a tune-up. All in all, I
think it is a great car to get you from point A to B, or a great starter car for a teenage driver.
Besides what I have already mentioned, I do not have anything else bad to say about it. I bought
it used. I love how it drives and all the extra room it has. I love that it has remote start. I had to
replace the water pump, but like I said, I bought it used and that is simply maintenance. Basic
needs are met with the vehicle. I enjoy the split folding back seats which comes in handy for our
many camping trips. The SUV is not too big and not too small. Where I live the winter's can be
terrible, what I love about this car is that it automatically turns the 4 wheel drive on so there's
nothing to flip or click.. In addition, I have never been stuck in snow and the car drives
wonderful in the winter! What I dislike, is that it does not have Bluetooth on the stock radio. I
love my vehicle. It is the first Jeep that I have ever owned and glad that I took the leap to
purchase it. It is a small SUV perfect for a family of four. Open trunk space with seats that can
be folded down so that you can transport and move things if needed. So if you are afraid of a
truck then this vehicle makes up for it. I love the safety features that come with it as well. The
car tells me when my airbags on the passenger side is off. It has child safety locks and when
you reach a certain speed while driving your doors automatically lock. It has a warning sound
that does not stop until you put on your seatbelt that helps to keep you safe. It is an amazing
family friendly safe vehicle. This vehicle is very spacious, it seats up to 5 people. I have yet to
have any problems with this vehicle, I am 19 have had two previous cars that had many issues. I
can honestly say this vehicle is very reliable and gets good gas mileage. The back seats fold
down and it makes this very easy if I am moving things and or grocery shopping. I feel like the
windows aren't dark enough. I love that the door panels are all plastic that makes for easy
cleaning. This has been a very reliable car. It rides nice for an older SUV. It has had very few
repairs. Front end parts have never needed changing or repair. At , miles it needed a fuel
injector. At around , miles it needed a starter and ignition. This model has had very few recalls.
Other than normal maintenance, it has cost me very little to run it. We bought the Jeep used.
The original engine had been replaced. The only issues we encountered were issues with
wiring. It drives smooth and is very spacious on the inside! I'm not a huge fan of the color maroon. It has a moonroof and spacious trunk. It's a decent vehicle. I bought my Jeep with 44,
miles, it was a two year lease prior to me purchasing it.. After owning it for 8. Currently sitting at
, miles, and the only things I've had to change on it was brake rotors and the gas cap.. It took
me 3 years to pay off the loan for the Jeep, so I'm sitting car payment free which is why I have
not bought a new vehicle. I will not buy another vehicle until a repair to my Jeep costs me more
than the vehicle is worth, it's an extremely reliable vehicle and handles winters great. Jeep
Grand-Cherokee's are a smooth ride. The gas mileage is also really good for a Jeep. As
opposed to the Wranglers, this car has great pick up as well. There is an auxiliary cord set up
and the stock speakers are amazing, especially the base. The trunk is also very spacious for
ample storage for road tripping. As said before, the ride is so smooth so when driving on a
highway, you will not be shaken off the road. If you're looking for comfort this vehicle has you
covered. From leather heated seats, to front seats that will lay down flat for a mid trip nap.
Performance is good if you can overlook the Normal repairs necessary but keep an eye on
parts, the can tend to get rather costly, but hey it's a jeep fully ready to go off road with the 4x4
really all wheel drive. Have fun and enjoy the smooth ride on roads and the suspension to take
you off roads. My car drives smooth and is extremely reliable. It is nearly 12 years old now and
runs very good still. Very roomy with plenty of trunk space. Steering wheel is huge though, I
would prefer that it would be smaller. Than that I have no complaints. It has plenty of room for
my son, myself and all his baseball gear. We can hook to the boat or any other trailer we need to
and it tows great. I have owned 2 now and would absolutely buy another one again. The only

complaint I have had with it is the fuel mileage. It is comfortable, rides and drives great and is
the perfect vehicle for myself. I never really saw myself as a jeep owner until I actually started
driving one. Now I'm hooked. My jeep is a comfortable ride. It handles beautifully and can go
anywhere I need it to. It is an 8 cylinder but surprisingly gets better than average gas mileage. I
love the room that it has for cargo and passengers. I have owned the vehicle for five years now,
it has been In the shop multiple times but I always fix it instead of getting a new car. Overall I
love Jeep brand. There is plenty of space for 5 people. Seats lay down flat so you have
maximum space to store and haul things. Good 4 wheel drive vehicle. Although the mileage is
not that great around town, it makes up for it with power. Comfortable for tall people to ride in,
even with people in the back seat. So replacing parts can get expensive. But it is quality. Trim
has lasted well. Only driver side seat shows and wear. Paint has lasted very well. Dash has no
major signs of sun wear from sitting outside all day. Runs nicely, lots of room for people. Very
reliable car that lasts a very long time with high mileage. It looks pretty good, and is fun to drive.
Has a bit of get up to it and can off road if need be. My siblings like it and it feels good to have.
Car that is good looking and reliable. I've never had any issues with it. I would recommend to all
buyers. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The car is extremely reliable and durable. I don't have
any features in it. The only problems that I have had with the Grand Cherokee was the radiator
and one of the tires. The radiator busted which caused the car to overheat but I replaced the
radiator and it worked fine. One of the tires had a hole in it but that doesn't really have anything
to do with the car. It is extremely reliable. I have driven it a ton and it's only failed once. It is
extremely comfortable as I have had five people in there at once with no problem. It has a lot of
storage. I can easily fit my golf clubs and fishing poles in the car. Jeep, one bad thing is it use a
lot of gas, handles well.. A third set of seats that drops to allow for more storage, or the two
back seats can lay down to allow for even more storage. A large wheelbase for better road
handling. Stylish look, comfortable drive and big on safety. I know I'm secure every time I take
the car on the road. I've had this car for a long time, and it's remained reliable all these years.
Definitely a car that lasts! The AC is powerful. However, I did have to change the speakers, as
they blew out. So don't listen to the music too loud! Fabric seats are comfortable and there's a
decent amount of room for a road trip! Waste's to much gas and it takes a lot time to pick up
speed. When I step on gas pedal it takes a lot of time for gears to kick in. I enjoy that it has a
remote starter. The interior is ok but not as roomy as I would like. The engine and transmission
is in good condition. I like that it has a electric seat adjustment. I like the comfort most of all.
The seats are really comfortable for long trips and it has heated seats. I also like how it handles
on snow and ice, but wish I had more control of when it is in four wheel drive. I like the amount
of room for hauling things. I wish it was just a few inches lower for ease of getting into, but it
works for me, for now. I wish it got better mileage, but for a four wheel drive, it isn't too bad.
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Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

